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TEZOATLAN MIXTEC MOTION AND ARRIVAL VERBS 

JOHN L. WILLIAMS 

SUMMER INSTITUTE OF LINGUISTICS 

1. Introduction. In this article I propose a set of three semantic features 
useful for the description of motion and arrival verbs in Tezoatlan Mixtec 
(hereafter TM).1 These three features are "point," "base," and "deictic cen- 
ter." I show how they account for the distinctions among eight verbs of mo- 
tion and arrival in TM. I also show how these three features differ in 
significant ways from the features proposed for the analysis of motion and 
arrival verbs in other Otomanguean languages. 

The earliest study of motion and arrival verbs in an Otomanguean lan- 
guage was Kuiper and Merrifield's study of Diuxi Mixtec (1975). This study 
introduced the features of base, goal, and the place of locutionary act. The 
authors also claim that verbs of motion are further differentiated between 
those that indicate one-way motion and those that indicate round-trip. Speck 
and Pickett (1976) adapted these features to Texmelucan Zapotec and sug- 
gested a reanalysis of the Diuxi data. Macaulay (1985) adapted this analysis 
to Chalcatongo Mixtec and suggested a reanalysis of the Diuxi data similar 
to Speck and Pickett's. 

Each study utilized a feature called "the place of locutionary act" (PLA). 
PLA is a term which is sufficient for describing motion and arrival verbs in 
conversation, since it is always defined in relation to where the speaker is 

1 Tezoatlan Mixtec is spoken by about 6,000 people in the northwestern part of the state of 
Oaxaca, Mexico. In 1986, I, along with my wife Judith, began fieldwork with the Summer In- 
stitute of Linguistics in the town of San Andr6s Yutatfo, where about 800 people live, on 
whose variant of the language this study is based. I am especially grateful to my consultants 
Gerardo Ojeda, Sebastian Ojeda, Celerino Jim6nez, and Hermila Ojeda de Jimenez for all 
their help. I am also thankful to Kent Wistrand, on whose insights table 1 is based, and to Jim 
Watters, who suggested the term "deictic center." I am also thankful to my wife Judith, who 
has been very involved in collecting and analyzing the Mixtec data on which this study is 
based. And, finally, I am thankful to Barbara Hollenbach and to an anonymous reviewer, both 
of whom read the paper and made helpful comments, many of which I incorporated to make 

my points clearer. 
Abbreviations appearing in the glosses are: COM completive aspect; CON continuative as- 

pect; DC deictic center; DUR durative; HAB habitual aspect; IMP imperative; INT intensifier; POT 

potential aspect; PROG progressive aspect; QUES question; SUB subjunctive; ls first singular; 
2s second singular; 3 third respect; 3m third masculine; 3c third child; 3t third thing; 3a third 
animal; 3m third metal; 3s third spherical; lp(ex) first plural exclusive; lp(in) first plural 
inclusive. 

[IJAL, vol. 62, no. 3, July 1996, pp. 289-305] 
? 1996 by The University of Chicago. All rights reserved. 
0020-7071/96/6203-0003$01.00 
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located. But the term is less useful for describing the uses of these verbs in 
nonconversational material, such as narrative or exhortation, which was not 
treated in the three studies cited. I have therefore chosen to use the more 
general concept "deictic center" instead of PLA. In this study, the deictic 
center refers to the place the speaker has chosen as "here." Verbs that are 
[+DC] indicate movement toward or arrival at the deictic center; verbs that 
are [-DC] indicate motion toward or arrival at an unmarked or unspecified 
place. The deictic center of a conversation is the place where the speakers 
are located, and the speaker cannot choose to place it somewhere else. In 
nonconversational text material, however, the narrator can project the deic- 
tic center to various places mentioned in the text. 

I also introduce a feature I call "point" in this study. Arrival verbs, 
which are [+point], indicate arrival at a point, while motion verbs, which 
are [-point], indicate movement between two points. Therefore, this feature 
defines the primary distinction between motion and arrival verbs. The three 
studies cited above propose the feature goal and also a difference between 
one-way vs. round-trip to account for these differences. Speck and Pickett 
(1976:59) state that the direction in relation to goal constitutes the primary 
distinction between 'go/come' and 'arrive' in Texmelucan Zapotec, and that 
'arrive' is defined as indicating one-way motion (1976:60), while motion 
verbs indicate two-way motion. In TM, there is no motion implied at all for 
arrival verbs, only arrival at a specific point. A motion verb must be used 
to express the motion to that point. I use "point" as the feature to show 
these differences between motion and arrival verbs; I do not explain the 
differences in terms of one-way vs. round-trip, nor in reference to the direc- 
tion in relation to the goal. 

The third feature which is needed to differentiate the set of eight motion 
and arrival verbs is "base." Verbs that are [+base] indicate movement to- 
ward or arrival at a base, i.e., usually the home area of the subject; verbs 
that are [-base] indicate movement toward or arrival at an unmarked place. 
With respect to this feature, my description of TM is in substantial agree- 
ment with the other studies. I do, however, expand on some details that are 
not mentioned in the other studies. 

This set of eight verbs in TM, classified according to these three fea- 
tures, is given in (1).2 

2TM has the following phonological units: stops and afficates p t c k kw; prenasalized 
stops mb and nd; fricatives v 0 s s z x; nasals m n n; lateral 1; flaps r; laryngeal ?; vowels i u e 
o a; tones ' (high), ' (low), and mid (unmarked). 

In this dialect of Mixtec, nasalization is a feature which may occur only once in a word; 
therefore, a word is either completely oral or completely nasal. All of the vowels except u ap- 
pear in nasal words, but the vowel e is relatively rare in a nasal word. Nasalized words are 
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(1) ko?0n 'go' kisi 'come' 

[-point] [-point] 
[-base] [-base] 
[-DC] [+DC] 

no?b 'go home' ndisi 'come home' 

[-point] [-point] 
[+base] [+base] 
[-DC] [+DC] 

saa 'arrive' kasaa 'arrive here' 
[+point] [+point] 
[-base] [-base] 
[-DC] [+DC] 

nasaa 'arrive home' ndusaa 'arrive home here' 

[+point] [+point] 
[+base] [+base] 
[-DC] [+DC] 

Note the way these verbs are glossed to reflect the three features. All 
verbs that are [+point] contain the word 'arrive'. The two that are [+point] 
and [+DC] also contain the word 'here'. Both verbs that are [-point] and 
[+DC] contain the verb 'come', and both verbs that are [-point] and [-DC] 
contain the word 'go'. All four verbs that are [+base] contain the word 
'home'. 

2. Aspect. Each of the eight verbs discussed in this study has three or 
four aspect forms. Most TM verbs have three aspects: continuative, com- 

pletive, and potential.3 The continuative form is used for both progressive 

marked by a raised morpheme-final n in this study, unless the word contains a nasal conso- 
nant (m n n), which also indicates the word is nasal. 

This variety of Mixtec exhibits extensive tone sandhi, in which the basic tones of words 
are changed to a different contrastive tone after or before certain words. The tones written on 
the examples in this paper show the result of these sandhi rules, rather than the underlying 
forms. 

3 An alternative analysis has been proposed by Bickford and Marlett (1988), who analyze 
Mixtec in terms of both aspect and mood. They claim that Mixtec has two moods: irrealis, which 

replaces potential aspect, and realis. The realis mood is divided into two aspect categories: 
perfective, which replaces completive aspect, and imperfective, which replaces continuative 

aspect. They also say there is a small class of motion verbs which makes a further aspectual 
distinction between two types of imperfectivity, habitual and progressive. 
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and habitual actions. The paradigm for a typical nonmotion verb, kata 'dig', 
is given in (2). 

(2) Potential kata 
Completive ni sata 
Continuative sdta 

In contrast, the four motion verbs each have four aspectual forms (not 
just two as Kuiper and Merrifield claim Diuxi Mixtec has). Instead of a 
continuative form, there are separate habitual and progressive aspects, as 
seen in (3), which gives the paradigm for ko?on 'go'. 

(3) Potential ko? n 
Completive ni sa? n 
Habitual sadan 
Progressive kwa?n" 

The completive aspect is used only after the agent has reached his/her 
destination and returned. The habitual aspect is used to indicate that the 
agent makes habitual trips back and forth to a destination. The potential 
aspect is used when the movement has yet to begin. The progressive aspect 
is used once the agents have left. They may be on their way to their desti- 
nation, may have reached it, or may be on their way back to their point of 
origin, but they have not yet arrived back at the point of origin. (See Speck 
and Pickett 1976:61.) 

Kuiper and Merrifield's claim that motion verbs in Diuxi Mixtec are 
momentary, i.e., that they exclude progressive readings, is not true for TM. 
This can be seen especially clearly in the progressive aspect forms, which 
are used for progressive movement in both present and past. Example (4) is 
used by a speaker to express the motion of an agent whose location at the 
moment of the speech act is unknown. The agent could be anywhere be- 
tween the point of origin and his/her destination, traveling in either direc- 
tion. The speakers have no way of knowing, since they cannot see him/her. 

(4) kwa 'an si coon 
PROG.go 3c work 

'He went to work (and has not returned)'. 

Example (5) illustrates progressive motion in the past (see also 21). 

(5) Od ni kee ndu?u kwa an ndu 
then COM leave lp(ex) PROG.go lp(ex) 

sitn nd capultepee 
with 3 Chapultepec 

'Then we left going with him to Chapultepec Park'. 
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kwa?in also has a special grammaticalized use following nonmotion 
verbs in the continuative aspect to force a progressive, rather than a habit- 
ual, reading, as seen in (6). 

(6) kdndee rd kwa an ra 
CON.win 3m PROG.go 3m 

'They are (in the process of) winning'. 
Arrival verbs, unlike motion verbs, have only three aspects. Since arrival 

verbs are momentary, the progressive meaning does not occur, and there 
are no progressive aspect forms. (There is one exception to this generaliza- 
tion, the form kosaa 'PROG.arrive', which is discussed in 4.) The three as- 
pect forms of arrival verbs are therefore labeled potential, completive, and 
habitual, as seen in the following paradigm for kasaa 'arrive here'. 

(7) Potential kasaa 
Completive ni kasad 
Habitual kdsaa 

Table 1 contains all verb forms included in this study. Note that there are 
no gaps in the motion verb paradigms, unlike those presented for Diuxi and 
Chalcatongo Mixtec.4 This complete set of forms means that each combi- 
nation of features is represented by a different form, and that each form dif- 
fers from the others precisely as the features claim, which provides strong 
support for the analysis. 

3. The deictic center. As mentioned above, it is not difficult to deter- 
mine whether motion or arrival is toward/at or away from the deictic center 
in everyday conversation or in a dialogue within a narrative or hortatory 
text, since it is always defined in relation to where the speaker is located (as 
the original term PLA implies). In nonconversational material, however, an 
author can "project" the deictic center. One way this is done is when the 
author is relating a personal experience story, another way is when telling a 
story about other people or characters. The deictic center is also projected 
in one way for motion verbs and in a somewhat different way for arrival 
verbs. 

3.1. The deictic center with motion verbs. In conversation, the deic- 
tic center is always the place where the conversation is taking place, 
which is equivalent to the PLA of the other studies. Examples (8) and (9) 
illustrate motion verbs used in conversation; (8) shows movement away 
from the deictic center, while (9) shows movement back to it. 

4 See Appendix A. 
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TABLE 1 
TM MOTION AND ARRIVAL VERB PARADIGMS 

Verbs which indicate motion [-point] 

Aspect motion away from motion toward 
deictic center deictic center 

[-DC] [+DC] 

'go' 'come' 

Potential ko?n kisi/kii mover moves 

Completive ni sa?an ni kisi/ni kii to unmarked place 
Habitual saan kfsi/kfi [-base] 

Progressive kwa?c n vasi/vei 

'go home' 'come home' 

Potential no?b ndisi/ndii mover moves 

Completive ni no?b ni ndisi/ni ndii to base 

Habitual n6?b ndfii ndii [+base] 

Progressive kwa?za n6?6 kondii/kwendisi 

Verbs of arrival [+point] 
arrival away from arrival at 
deictic center deictic center 

[-DC] [+DC] 

'arrive' 'arrive here' 

Potential saa kasaa arriver arrives at 

Completive ni saa ni kasda unmarked place 
Habitual sda kdsaa [-base] 

(Progressive kosaa) 

'arrive home' 'arrive home here' 

Potential nasaa ndusac arriver arrives 

Completive ni nasda ni ndiusad at base 

Habitual ndsaa ndusaa [+base] 
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(8) ko bn i kwiin i na?a kasd?an z6 
POT.go Is POT.buy Is thing POT.eat lp(in) 
'I'm going to go so I can buy things for us to eat'. 

(9) iin ka kuu ad kisi 6n 
one more day then POT.come 2s 

nd kaOiki a 
SUB POT.play lp(in) 

'Come here another day and we will play'. 

Although it is possible to project the deictic center in conversation in 
English, it is not possible in TM. For example, in English, Bill and Paul 
could be in Bill's house and Paul might say to Bill, "When you come to 
my house ...." In this case, Paul has projected the deictic center to his 
own house. In Mixtec, one would have to say, "When you arrive at my 
house ... " using an arrival verb which is [-DC] and also [-base] to convey 
this idea. Because the deictic center is always where the speaker is located, 
the use of a [+DC] verb in TM could indicate Paul coming back to Bill's 
house, and the possessor of the house would have to be changed to produce 
a cohesive sentence in the discourse context. 

In texts of personal experience, the motion is toward or away from 
where the narrator is at the time of relating the story. Example (10) was 
written in the town of San Andres; therefore a 'come' ([+DC]) verb was 
used. If a 'go' ([-DC]) verb had been used, the sentence could not have 
been written in San Andres. The same applies to (11), which had to be 
written in Tucson. 

(10) iin kuut ni kii iin komision ni kee 
one day COM come one agency COM do 

coon ra ioo san andres 
work 3m town San Andres 

'One day an agency came here to do work in San Andres'. 

(11) da ni kee ndu?u vei ndu tutkson 
then COM leave lp(ex) PROG.come lp(ex) Tucson 

'Then we left coming [here] to Tucson'. 

These examples confirm my claim that in a personal experience story the 
main reference point (i.e., the deictic center) when using motion verbs is 
always the place where the narrator is at the time of relating the story, not 
where he/she is during any episode of the story, as is the case when telling 
a story not involving a personal experience. The place where the narrator is 
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located when telling the story therefore serves as the deictic center for the 
story, and all motion is described in relation to this place. It is as if there 
were an invisible line stretching from the location of the beginning point of 
the story to the place where the narrator is telling it. Therefore, all motion 
along that line which is toward the narrator as he/she relates the event is 
described with [+DC] verbs, while all motion along that line away from the 
narrator is described with [-DC] verbs. This is especially clear in stories 
that describe the narrator taking a trip (as seen in 11). 

In a story which is not relating a personal experience, and in which, 
therefore, the narrator is not one of the participants, the narrator projects the 
deictic center onto the main scene or the main character. As the scenes 
change in the story, the narrator changes the deictic center. The most com- 
mon pattern is to tie the deictic center to the location of the main character; 
whenever that character moves, the deictic center changes with him/her. 
Every scene of a text must have a deictic center if motion verbs are used. In 
(12) the narrator regards the city mouse as the deictic center. As a result, the 
movement of the country mouse toward the city mouse is movement toward 
the deictic center. 

(12) Od ni nandiokoo tizoto sioOdd nod ni 
then COM turn.around mouse city that COM 

sd nde'? ri no6 vei amigo ri 
DUR look 3a face PROG.come friend 3a 

'Then the city mouse turned around toward where his friend was 
coming'. 

The hunter in (13) is the main character of the story. He serves as the 
deictic center for all action. 

(13) ta kuut ni ksda?d ndei?i ndizi?i 
and coN.be COM start CON.cry tiger 

vei ri kei ri ta kini noo 
PROG.come 3a POT.eat 3a 3m HAB.shoot that 

'And the tiger started howling, coming to eat the hunter'. 

3.2. The deictic center with arrival verbs. Speck and Pickett (1976:60) 
claim that PLA is not relevant in defining arrival verbs in Texmelucan Za- 
potec. In TM, however, this concept is highly relevant. The deictic center 
feature distinguishes two of the four arrival verbs from the other two. Also, 
like motion verbs, arrival verbs can be used to project the deictic center dif- 
ferently in conversation, personal experience stories, and stories in which 
the narrator is not a participant. 
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Examples (14) and (15) illustrate conversational uses of arrival verbs; 
the verb in (14) is [-DC], and the verb in (15) is [+DC]. 

(14) ad nd saa ilo. a nd tin 
then SUB POT.arrive rabbit then SUB POT.grab 

ri kanda?d ri sada 
3a PoThang 3a there 

'Then the rabbit will (most likely) arrive [there]. Then he will 
(most likely) be grabbed and stuck there'. 

(15) kwa?dn Gd kasaa O" na?a taan 
IMP.go then POT.arrive.here 2s early tomorrow 

Si7" Si 
with 3c 

'Go and then arrive back here early tomorrow with him'. 

Even though TM and other Otomanguean languages differentiate arrival 
away from the deictic center from arrival at the deictic center, only the 
[+DC] verb is marked. It is possible to use a [-DC] arrival verb to indicate 
arrival at the deictic center when such arrival is implied from the context, 
is not important for understanding, or is not in focus. However, the reverse 
is never true. It is not possible to use a [+DC] verb when arriving at a place 
which is not considered the deictic center. In (16), which is taken from a 
tarbaby story, all the previous action occurred at the location of the tarbaby. 
The owner of the beanfield where the tarbaby is located now arrives onto 
this main scene and captures the rabbit, who is stuck to the tarbaby. Be- 
cause the tarbaby is the deictic center, we would expect a [+DC] verb, but 
the narrator chooses to use the unmarked [-DC] verb instead, because the 
context clearly indicates the location to where the owner arrives. 

(16) da ni saa sato?o nduci 0d ni 
then COM arrive owner beans then COM 

kini ra ri 
get 3m 3a 

'Then the owner of the beans arrived. Then he got it (the 
rabbit) . .. '. 

The deictic center of a personal experience story for arrival verbs is the 
place where the narrator personally appears in the story, rather than the 
place where he/she is telling the story. This is different from the deictic 
center for motion verbs, which is the place where the narrator is at the time 
of telling about the experience. 
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In (17), the deictic center for the motion verb is Mexico City (where the 
author wrote the story), while Huajuapan (where he appears in the story) is 
the deictic center for the arrival verb. 

(17) Od vi ni kasdaa autovus kiro kii 
then INT COM arrive.here bus 3m HAB.come 

inako?oz6 
Mexico City 

'Then the bus arrived [here] (in Huajuapan), the one that comes 
here to Mexico City'. 

In (18), the author was in the jail when the wives arrived, but not at the 
time he wrote the story. 

(18) da ni kasda' n~aOi?i tta ni?o 
then COM arrive.here wife man coN.be.in 

ve?ekaia nod 
jail that 

'Then the wives of the men in jail arrived [here]'. 

As with motion verbs, the deictic center of a nonpersonal experience 
story is projected onto the main character or the main scene. In the text 
preceding (19), the story describes how a rabbit had arrived at the house 
of a snake to hide there. Then in (19), a coyote appears on the main scene, 
which is also the place where the main character, i.e., the rabbit, is located. 

(19) da ni kasdai tad ito ndigwe?i 
then COM arrive.here 3m uncle coyote 
'Then uncle coyote arrived here'. 

In (20), the story has been describing a scene in which a man and an 
old woman are in her house. The man leaves and then this sentence ap- 
pears, containing the [+DC] arrival verb, marking the house and/or the old 
woman as the deictic center. 

(20) Oiuu sa too cad 6 kwa?n r kuu 
then just a.bit little INT PROG.go 3m coN.be 

ni ktisaai taci Oeen 
COM arrive.here wind strong 

'And he had just been gone a little while and a strong wind arrived 
here'. 

4. Point. The second feature I use to define the verbs in this study is 
"point." This feature makes the primary distinction between motion and 
arrival verbs. In TM, the most obvious difference between motion and 
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arrival verbs is the fact that motion verbs imply potential, partial, or com- 

pleted motion (depending on the aspect), from one place to another place 
and back again, while arrival verbs are momentary and simply state an ar- 
rival at one place. This distinction has led me to state that the defining fea- 
ture of the arrival verbs is [+point]. The "point" is simply the place of 
arrival. In contrast, motion verbs are labeled [-point], since they indicate 
motion between two places. As mentioned earlier, Speck and Pickett state 
that direction in relation to goal constitutes the primary distinction between 
'go/come' and 'arrive' in Texmelucan Zapotec, and that 'arrive' is defined as 
indicating one-way motion, while motion verbs indicate round-trip. I distin- 
guish these ideas with the concept "point." 

Example (21) contains a motion verb in the progressive aspect and an ar- 
rival verb in the completive aspect. The arrival verb indicates that the sub- 
ject has reached his destination. If the narrator had not used an arrival verb, 
the implication would be that the trip was still in progress. The listener 
would not know if the subject had arrived at his destination. 

(21) Od ni kee ra kwa9n ra kast6?on 
then COM leave 3m PROG.go 3m POT.tell 

ra s? in Outi. 0a ni saa ra ni 
3m with priest then COM arrive 3m COM 

kasd?d rd kast6?on ra si?n Outi 
start 3m POT.tell 3m with priest 

'Then he left going to tell the priest. Then he arrived and he 
started to tell the priest . .'. 

A second difference between motion and arrival verbs is the meaning of 
the completive aspect forms. The completive aspect of the two motion verbs 
labeled [-DC] indicates a completed round-trip, for example, motion from 
the speaker's home, to the market, and back home, as in (22), while the 
completive aspect of a [-DC] arrival verb indicates completed arrival at a 
point. 

(22) ni sa 'n i nob ?zai 
COM go Is face plaza 

'I went to the market'. 

The completive aspect of motion verbs labeled [+DC] indicates that the 
subject has come and gone. Arrival verbs indicate that the subject is still 
there. An affirmative answer to the question in (23) indicates Emilio has 
come and gone, while an affirmative answer to the question in (24) means 
that Emilio is still around. 
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(23) a ni kii emilio 
QUES COM come Emilio 

'Did Emilio come here?' 

(24) a ni kasda' emilio 
QUES COM arrive.here Emilio 

'Has Emilio arrived here?' 

A third difference between motion and arrival verbs is that a speaker 
projects the deictic center differently in a personal experience story for 
motion verbs and arrival verbs. This was discussed in 3. 

Finally, because arrival verbs are [+point] and motion verbs are [-point], 
there is a difference in their inflection. As was stated in the section on 
aspect, motion verbs are inflected for potential, completive, habitual, and 
progressive aspects. Arrival verbs are inflected only for potential, habitual, 
and completive aspects. 

There is, however, one exception: the progressive aspect form of arrive, 
kosaa. 

This form is of particular interest, since all other TM arrival verbs are mo- 
mentary. In fact, Speck and Pickett (1976:59) suggest that all Otomanguean 
arrival verbs are momentary. Merrifield (1992:493-94) also states that verbs 
of arrival are uncontestedly momentary in Mixtec, Zapotec, and Chinantec. 

The exceptional form kosaa consists of ko and saa 'POT.arrive'. ko is al- 
most certainly a shortened form of kwa?dn 'PROG.go', which means that kosaa 
refers to a progressive movement and potential arrival away from the deictic 
center. A single pronoun occurs after kosaa, serving for both. 

In support of this etymology for kbsaa, consider the progressive aspect 
forms of the verbs 'go home' and 'come home'. The progressive aspect of 
no?o 'go home' is a two-word form, kwa?in no6, and the progressive aspect 
of ndisi/ndii 'come home' is the fused form kwendisi/kondii.5 

5 The prefix kb is also joined to the potential form of several other verbs that reflect move- 

ment to create a progressive form. 

Potential Form Progressive Form 
ku?u 'POT=enter' kbku?u 'PROG=enter' 

ndiuu 'POT=enter' kbndu?u 'PROG=enter' 
kaa 'POT=go.up' kbkaa 'PROG=go.up' 
ndaa 'POT=go.up' kondaa 'PROG=go.up' 
noo 'POT=go.down' kbnoo 'PROG=go.down' 
kee 'POT=do' kbkee 'PROG=go.inside' 

ya?a 'POT=pass.through' kbya?a 'PROG=pass.through' 
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Further evidence that the ko prefix is a shortened form of kwa?tn is 
found in related Mixtec languages. Macaulay (1985:60) gives a Chalca- 
tongo Mixtec example kwa-haa, which seems to have the same meaning 
and etymology as kosaa. Also, Santa Maria Zacatepec Mixtec has a form 
kwa-saa, which seems to have the same range of meaning as kosaa (Doug 
Towne, personal communication). 

The kosaa' form is used only for situations in which the speaker and lis- 
tener are not at the same place. The speaker considers his/her location the 
deictic center and uses kosaa for motion away from the deictic center and 
toward the listener at the time of the speech act. In conversation, kosaa 
indicates that the subject is in the process of arriving at the time of the 
speech act. 

For example, during a basketball game, one player threw the ball toward 
a teammate and shouted: 

(25) kosaa ri 
PROG.arrive 3s 

'It is arriving'. 
In another instance, a girl climbed up into a tree to pick avocados and 

began throwing the avocados to the ground. As she did so, she shouted 
kosaa ri to the people on the ground to let them know when each avocado 
was 'arriving' to them, so the avocados would not be lost in the grass or hit 
someone on the head. 

In still another example, a rooster was coming near a baby, and a girl 
(who was closer to the rooster than he) shouted kosaa ri to let him know 
the rooster was arriving to where he was. 

A final example of the use of kosaa in everyday speech is seen in (26). A 
small boy was running toward a baby yelling this to indicate that he was in 
the process of arriving from where he was to the baby. 

(26) kosaa i 
PROG.arrive Is 

'I am arriving'. 
The progressive can be used to make a statement more vivid. In an ex- 

ample from a narrative, a rabbit is threatening to hit the tarbaby. Before it 
hits the tarbaby the first time, it says that its fist will arrive (potential as- 
pect), but then, for the second hit, it uses kosaa 'PROG.arrive' to show that 
its fist is in the very process of arriving toward the tarbaby's face. 

(27) kosaa iin ka ndd?ci kad ri 
PROG.arrive one more hand Is CON.say 3a 

'"Another fist of mine is arriving," says the rabbit'. 
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5. Base. The third feature for defining the verbs of this study is base, 
which can broadly be thought of as the home area of the subject. Base is a 
concept first applied to Mixtec by Kuiper and Merrifield (1975) in their 
analysis of Diuxi Mixtec. They say that base can be "a place to which the 
agent of an action returns at the end of the day or at the end of a trip-his 
home, his hometown, his home district, etc.-the size and precise location 
in space of the base being a function of the order of magnitude of the trip 
in question." Similarly, Speck and Pickett (1976:61) say that base can be 
thought of as "the place where the person in motion normally or expectedly 
returns." These definitions describe well the way base is understood in TM. 

It is also possible to establish temporary bases (Speck and Pickett 1976:62). 
Many people from the village of San Andres have moved to Huajuapan, a 
large market town about a two-hour bus ride away. For them, both San Andres 
and Huajuapan are considered bases. It is also possible to have at least three 
bases. People have referred to me with verbs indicating I have a base in the 
United States, in a nearby town where I rented a house, and in the town of 
San Andres. 

The major difference between [+base] verbs and [-base] verbs is that 
verbs designated as motion toward a base, or arrival at a base, require a 
reading with base as goal; they thus specify where the subject is going. In 
contrast, [-base] verbs are unmarked with regard to goal and thus provide no 
information about where the subject is going. We can know where the sub- 
ject is going only if other words are added to the sentence or if the informa- 
tion is given in a wider context. 

In (28), there is no doubt that the subjects are going to what is consid- 
ered a base. 

(28) kaa iin sakwad Od no b ndu 
bell nine night then POT.go.home lp(ex) 

kuOi ndui 
POT.sleep lp(ex) 

'At 9:00, then we will go home and sleep'. 
Even though it is never possible to use a verb which is [+base] when go- 

ing to a place which is not considered a base, [-base] verbs may be used 
for goals that are [+base] if the base is not in focus for the speaker. This 
was first noted by Macaulay (1985:58-59), who gives an example where a 
subject uses a [-base] verb while also stating explicitly that he is going to 
his own house. The same thing may also be done in TM, as seen in (29). 

(29) ko jon in ve?e i 
POT.gO Is house Is 

'I am about to go home'. 
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Macaulay states that such examples have a "verb which was previously 
defined as Go to non-Base in it, yet one's home is always, by definition, 
one's home base." 

When two people are together, and the place to which they are going is a 
base for one of them but not for the other, a [-base] verb is used. 

(30) td ni saa a ni ki?u 6" ini 
when COM arrive lp(in) COM enter 2s in 

ve?e zu?u 
house Is 

'When we have arrived and you have entered my house . .'. 

6. Summary and discussion. TM data confirm several of the concepts 
presented in earlier articles on motion and arrival verbs in Otomanguean lan- 
guages. For example, the TM data suggest that motion verbs are not mo- 
mentary verbs. This confirms what Speck and Pickett and also Macaulay 
suggested in their reanalysis of Diuxi Mixtec. Also, Speck and Pickett's view 
that each aspect of 'go' needs to be thought of as implying two-way action 
(1976:61)-be it potential, habitual, in progress, or completed motion- 
works well for understanding the data of TM.6 And, Macaulay's insight that 
[-base] verbs are default verbs and can sometimes be used to indicate mo- 
tion to a base is evident in TM. 

In addition, the TM data reveal several things not mentioned in any of 
the other studies. Deictic center has proved to be a more useful theoretical 
construct than PLA because it accounts for the uses of both motion and 
arrival verbs in conversational and nonconversational material. The study 
has shown how the deictic center can be projected in several types of non- 
conversational narrative. To use motion and arrival verbs, a deictic center 
must be established. In personal experience stories, however, there are two 
different deictic centers, one for motion verbs and another for arrival verbs. 
The deictic center is, however, never projected in conversation. It is always 
the "PLA." 

I also introduce the concept of "point" and use it instead of what others 
have referred to as "goal" and the distinction between round-trip and one- 
way motion. This is not merely a change of terminology. This feature helps 
clarify that no motion is involved in arrival verbs. Arrival verbs are mo- 
mentary, which in itself excludes the idea of motion, so they cannot be said 

6 Kuiper and Merrifield (1975) reject the round-trip analysis and declare all motion verbs 
as momentary, partly because the Diuxi forms se0en and hwd?dn do not seem to be the same 
stem. But in TM, the stems are clearly related: sad?in 'HAB=go' and kwa?an 'PROG=go'. Speck 
and Pickett (1976:63) cite an example in Ayutla Mixtec where the progressive and habitual 
forms of 'go' are also clearly related. 
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TABLE 2 
DIuxI MIXTEC MOTION AND ARRIVAL VERBS 

COMPL ITER PROG POT 

Go to Base and return nu?u - hwa-nu?u nu?u 

Go to non-Base and return nse?e seWe hwa?a hi?i 

Come to Base and return ndisi kwa-ndisi ndisi 

Come to non-Base and return nkisi vasi kisi 

Arrive Here at Base nsee nsee 

Arrive Here at non-Base nkisee kisee 

Arrive There at Base nasee nasee 

Arrive There at non-Base nsee gee 

TABLE 3 
CHALCATONGO MIXTEC MOTION AND ARRIVAL VERBS 

COMPL ITER PROG POT 

Go- 1 ni-noo kwa-no?o no?o 

Go-2 ni-ha?a ha?a kwa?a ki?i 

Come-1 

Come-1 ni-kii bei kii 

Arrive There-i ni-na-haa na-haa 

Arrive There-2 ni-haa haa 

Arrive Here-i (ni-zaa) (zaa) 

Arrive Here-2 ni-caa caa 

to indicate "one-way motion." Arrival verbs focus on arrival, at the ex- 
pense of motion, that is, they focus on the "point" of arrival. 

While Macaulay called [-base] a default value for motion verbs, TM 
data shows that [-base] is also a default value for arrival verbs. In addi- 
tion, [-DC] can also be used as a default value for arrival verbs in some 
contexts. 

TM also has a progressive arrival verb, which had previously been thought 
not to exist in Otomanguean languages. TM data also suggest that both the 
'come' verbs as well as the 'go 'verbs imply round-trip, as was illustrated in 
the examples in 4. 

Finally, this study has highlighted the need to study various discourse 
genres in order to determine the semantic features of motion and arrival 
verbs. TM data reveal uses in narrative discourse which are different from 
conversation and which give us a fuller understanding of these verbs. Per- 
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haps a study of motion and arrival verbs in a variety of discourse contexts 
would modify the analysis proposed for other Otomanguean languages. 

APPENDIX A 

Tables 2 and 3 show motion and arrival verbs in Chalcatongo and Diuxi Mixtec, 
as analyzed by Macaulay (1985:67, 74). Note the gaps in each. 
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